Kayak Peninsula
Disclaimer and waiver of liability towards Kayak Peninsula , and acceptance of
risks for participants of major and minor age. Parents must sign the
exemption consent and waivers for people under the age of 18, initialize paragraphs 1 to 5
and sign this form before participating in any course, expeditions (tours) or renting kayaks
and paddle board offered by kayak peninsula.

Disclaimer: This disclaimer and waiver will affect your legal remedies, including the right to
sue. READ CAREFULLY!
Hereby, in return for the opportunity to participate in courses, expeditions(tours) or do
the rental of kayaks and paddle boards, I ACCEPT, ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT:
1. I assume all risk and disclaim all liability for kayak Peninsula, its
instructors, its coaches as well as its administrators, employees, owners of
any claim, demand, claim, suit or cause of action that myself, my
succession, my heirs or my successors could have, we or could have
for any damage of whatever nature, including any injury, disability, death,
bodily or moral injury or material damage that may result, in particular, but
without limitation, the risks or facts described in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of this
exemption and waiver of any negligence, recklessness, gross negligence or willful
misconduct on the part of beneficiaries exemption and waiver.
2. In granting this disclaimer and waiver, I do not rely in any way on
any oral or written representation made by the Exemption Beneficiaries and
waiver other than what is hereby agreed. This Agreement
exemption or waiver is the only one concerning the liability between
Exemption and waiver beneficiaries and the undersigned. No other
element or condition cannot be added to this exemption and waiver.
In the event that one of the provisions of this exemption and waiver is

deemed unenforceable, this will in no way affect the validity of the other provisions of the
this disclaimer and waiver and they will remain enforceable and valid. Any
Dispute regarding this can only be instituted in New Brunswick
where kayak sports were undertaken.

Dangers and risks associated with kayaking, kayak and paddle board rental and
courses offered by kayaking peninsula.
Initial :
______3. The risk of injury resulting from activities and equipment used in kayaks sports
are important and could include broken bones, drowning,
injuries related to exposure to natural elements, contagions and pollutants created by
man, serious injuries to the head, neck and back, or other bodily injuries,
which can lead to permanent disability or death.
______4. Potential causes of injury can be, but not limited to, capsizing
or the sinking of a boat, whether intentional or unintentional, the waters
hydraulic, rapids, current, swell, waves, water / humidity, cold, cold water
and natural forces, camping, animal attacks, portering or other activities
similar, my own negligence of others, including that of the Beneficiaries of exemptions and
waiver, which may include errors in judgment concerning the land, the
speed, weather or route choice.
______5. I understand that this description of potential risks is not
comprehensive and that unknown and unanticipated risks can lead to personal injury,
disease, death or other damage.

I confirm that I have had sufficient time to read and understand this disclaimer
and waiver in its entirety and I have given my free and informed consent to

provisions of this. I understand that this is binding on me and my heirs,
having causes and legal representatives.
Name of participant: ___________________ Name of witness: __________________
Signature: ____________________ Signature: __________________
Date of birth (D / M / Y) _______________
Address____________________
City / Province ___________________
ZIP code____________________
If you have any relevant medical conditions and allergies please describe them below
and let your instructor know. Thank you

